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Memphis Music at its best. We are Memphis Fire Fighters playing and singing original songs about the

real life experiences of today's heroes, Fire Fighters. 10 MP3 Songs in this album (28:14) ! Related styles:

ROCK: Roots Rock, URBAN/R&B: Memphis Soul People who are interested in Johnny Cash Creedence

Clearwater Revival The Monkees should consider this download. Details: Emergency was created as a

tribute to the great American heroes, Fire Fighters. It was originally released in the mid 70s but has now

been re-released on CD and MP3. You can see the influence of many genre of music which make

Memphis music what it is. Its mostly Rock  Roll with a Memphis Horns sound. Being produced by Stan

Kesler of Sun Records fame, you can hear and feel what makes Memphis music great. While several of

the songs are fire related there are also classic ballads and even one that showcases the history of

Memphis music. But the Memphis music scene isnt all about Rock or Blues so there is even one old

country song done with Memphis Fire Fighter style. Several of the band members have a background in

Memphis Music. One recorded with the Memphis Horns and toured with Rick Dees of Disco Duck fame.

The musicianship on these recordings is unquestionably Memphis Music at its best. Nine of the songs are

written or co-written by Memphis Fire Fighters, whose past credits include songs recorded by Jerry Lee

Lewis, Sam the Sham and the Pharaohs, The Gentrys, Bobby Wood, Tommy Tucker and a host of

others. The producer, Stan Kesler, produced such greats as Sam the Sham and the Pharaohs and Jerry

Lee Lewis. He also wrote songs recorded by Elvis, Johnny Cash, Charlie Rich and Dottie West. So the

history is unmistakably Memphis. The band is made of Americas heroes, our beloved Fire Fighters. Its

Music to fight fire by!
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